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The conference

LCTES is, as the name suggests, a symposium with a quite broad scope of topics,
including most aspects of embedded and realtime system software and devel-
opment. This is illustrated by the titles of the sessions, which were, in order:
compiler optimizations, efficient java systems, memory management, schedul-
ing for embedded systems, modeling and analysis of embedded systems, software
synthesis tools and methods, hardware/software partitioning and reconfigure-
ability, partitioning and memory optimizations, efficiency of compressed code,
and energy management.

The advantage of the broad scope is that attending the symposium gives a
good view of what are the trends in the embedded systems community, possibly
at the cost of in-depth technical discussion.

The technical program

As my main research interest is real-time Java in general and real-time automatic
memory management in particular, it is gratifying that both are gaining more
and more acceptance in the real-time and embedded systems community.

At the symposium, there were two presentations on Java in small embed-
ded systems: A Java Virtual Machine Architecture for Very Small Devices, by
Nik Shaylor, Doug Simon, Bill Bush (Sun Microsystems) and Compiling Java
for Low-end Embedded Systems by Kim Burgaard (Systematic Software Engi-
neering A/S), Flemming Gram Christensen, Jrgen Lindskov Knudsen (Mjolner
Informatics A/S), Ulrik Pagh Schultz (University of Aarhus), which both relate
to our real-time Java activities in Lund.

There were also two papers about real-time garbage collection: Controlling
Fragmentation and Space Consumption in the Metronome, a Real-Time Garbage
Collector for Java by David F. Bacon Perry Cheng V.T. Rajan (IBM T. J.
Watson) and Time-Triggered Garbage Collection - Robust and Adaptive Real-
Time GC Scheduling for Embedded Systems by Sven Gesteg̊ard Robertz and
Roger Henriksson (Lund University)

For people who, for some reason cannot or will not use garbage collection, but
choose the RTSJ (Real-Time Specification for Java) method of scoped memory
(a region-based approach to memory management), the paper Efficient Memory-
Reference Checks for Real-Time Java by Angelo Corsaro and Ron K. Cytron



(Washington University) might be interesting, as it shows how the potentially
expensive run-time checks of the legality of reference assignments can be effi-
ciently implemented.

For safety-critical systems written in a system with manually managed mem-
ory, the paper Memory Safety Without Runtime Checks or Garbage Collection
by Dinakar Dhurjati, Sumant Kowshik, Vikram Adve and Chris Lattner (Uni-
versity of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign) might be worth examining. It presents
a technique for ensuring that dangling pointers (which may still occur) can only
cause local damage and not affect other parts of the system.

Another high-level programming technique that is getting interest also for
embedded systems is aspect oriented programming as illustrated by the papers
Time Weaver: a Software-Through-Models Framework for Embedded Real-Time
Systems by Dionisio de Niz and Raj Rajkumar (Carnegie Mellon University)
and Transport Layer Abstraction in Event Channels for Embedded Systems by
Ravi Pratap and Ron K Cytron (Washington University).

Other topics which seem to still be moving fast are hardware/software co-
design and energy-aware scheduling and code-generation. A common approach
of most of the papers in this areas was that they exploit properties of (or mod-
ifications to) a particular architecture or processor.


